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DECLARATIONS
The facts provided in this white paper widely cover the different aspects of Initial Coin 

Offering and KALI Coin's role in the same. Strictly meant for public guidance, it 

enunciates the practice of ICO Token crowd sale solely as a matter of interest to groups 

or individuals who would like to benefit from this venture. By taking part in any of the 

activities pertaining to ICO trade or by using any of the information underneath, you 

adhere to the following codes of practice:

® As a user, you understand and acknowledge that KALI Coins exclusive tokens will be 

supplied as part of the presale or/ and ICO contract in predetermined order that 

ensures successful delivery of contracts/transactions and no modification can be 

made on these by any of the parties.

® You willfully cognize that KALI Coins is not accountable for the individual capability to 

participate in the ICO sale for reasons beyond its control- these include but are not 

limited to the duration of the presale and/or ICO exchange, unprecedented delays in 

transaction mining or/and nodal issues.

® Following a successful presale or/and ICO, team KALI Coins will focus on 

implementing the business plans and achieving the respective milestones as 

construed in the financial roadmap for the times ahead. KALI Coins, however, 

undertakes no responsibility to act on account of the user's interests pertaining to the 

future presale or/and Initial Coin Offering.

® As an ICO investor, you acknowledge that by transferring your assets to the KALI 

Coins site, you have taken an absolute decision regarding the deposition of money or 

other such liquid assets and have no right whatsoever to claim a chargeback barring 

one which is guaranteed by the ICO presale or/and contract code itself (this 

specifically refers to a 100% recompense when the total fund raised is below the 

minimum target and the timeline for the presale/ Crowd sale/ ICO has expired).

® Under the fiscal policies of the state, the user, as well as the company, is responsible 

for individual taxations. KALI Coins is not a tax agent to the user nor is it liable to act 

as one. KALI Coins will not be providing the user's financial information to a third 

party unless officially requested by the governing authorities.
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® The links mentioned in this e-manual offer vistas to third party websites over which 

KALI Coins has no control whatsoever. The statistical figures and illustrations are for 

reference purpose only and KALI Coins is, by no means, responsible for the factual 

authenticity of these aforementioned sites.

® Additionally, the information provided in this Whitepaper is not meant for legal 

consultation and KALI Coins is not liable in case of any omissions or errors, or for the 

results achieved from the use of this information.

® All information on the KALI Coins platform should be taken as an investment advice 

and it does not indicate an invitation or an offer to purchase and/or sell ICO tokens or 

invest in the same.

® The data provided is "as it is" and comes with no assurance of accuracy, compliance, 

significance or consequences following the real-time application of this information. 

In no possible event will KALI Coins, or its partners, escrows or employees be legally 

responsible to the user for any verdict or action taken based on the information or for 

any damage thereof, even if fully advised of the risk of any such damages.

® The user warrants that he/she is a capable individual of/above the legal majority age, 

thereby complying with the jurisdictions of the land.
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STATUTORY DECLARATIONS 
This document has not been examined or sanctioned by any regulatory body. Nor will 
such action be taken in the name of the law or any such regional jurisdiction. The 
periodical distribution, broadcasting or publication of this Whitepaper by no means 
indicates that the pertinent laws, administrative rules, or advisory claims are part of 
some compilation. As endorsed by the relevant laws, principles and protocols, KALI 
Coins and its respected associates (including the officials and the agents), with regards 
to the KALI Coins platform and KALI Coins ICO tokens, are not subject to blame for any 
damage including but not limited to direct/indirect, incidental/accidental, major/minor 
damages such as loss of profits or revenue, trading losses, third party losses 
(predictable or otherwise), damages resulting from the effectiveness or ineffectiveness 
of the KALI Coins website and KALI Coins tokens.

So as to avoid the risk of dubious dealings, the distributor makes clear that a few 
statements included in this ICO Whitepaper are 'forward-looking' and fall under the 
meaning of appropriate securities laws. These not only represent the current views of the 
company with regards to the financial performance, but also the central roadmap, 
potential growth prospects and future strategy in direct relation to KALI Coins, and the 
ICO trade industry wherein it operates. Forward-looking statements may be identified by 
the usage of terms such as anticipates, ''plans'', intends, ''anticipates'', “aims', “goals”, 
“believes”, “likely”, ''could'', “would', “should”, “future”, “estimate” and the like. As part of any 
business norm, an investment may involve certain risks (known or unknown as stated in 
the terms and conditions) as well as other pertinent factors that lead to variations in 
actual results, and differences in presentations and accomplishments which are in 
contrast to the future-oriented statements. Therefore, these declarations should not be 
taken as assurances of future presentations or results. All 'risks' should be deliberated in 
correspondence with other advisory statements as mentioned in the terms and 
conditions. The generalized statements in this Whitepaper are not future proclamations 
or forecasts. Readers are warned against placing undue confidence in these statements 
and taking them literally. All information pertaining to ICO communicates only as of the 
date of their release in the form of this Whitepaper.

Readers are warned against placing undue confidence in these statements and taking 
them literally. All information pertaining to ICO communicates only as of the date of their 
release in the form of this Whitepaper.
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 INTRODUCTION
The Blockchain technology has today established itself to be a groundbreaking 

technology in the society; it's however still within the early stages of adoption. Several 

new crypto currency ideas consequently are being marketed to bridge the gap between 

usability and technical complexity of Blockchain. A huge number of Blockchain based 

projects have impressed investors and new startups now have a new way to give wings 

to their projects. 

Trading exchanges are an inevitable platform to determine the value of a project and its 

coin. In other words, it wouldn't be wrong to say that crypto trading exchanges are 

backbone of the entire cryptocurrency eco-system. As of today, there are a number of 

exchanges around the world and some of them are doing quite well. But if the entire 

Blockchain and crypto currency sector has to unleash their full potential, new exchanges 

are required.

 

The reason is simple, existing exchanges have a lot of limitations when it comes to 

scaling. Some of the top most exchanges recently stopped taking new registrations 

because they were running out of resources. In addition, many exchanges were hacked 

in the past. The most important part is that most of the exchanges do not offer fiat deposit 

option for new users. 

In order to go main stream, crypto currencies should be easy to buy with fiat. For that, 

more fiat-to-crypto exchanges are required for new users. Another thing to note is that 

most of the exchanges are operating on international business model. That means, 

anyone from any country can sign-in to any exchanges. This concept is feasible as long 

as people are trading with BTC or other currencies, but a new comer has very limited 

options to enter the market with his/her fiat money. 

This is the gap we are trying to bridge with our unique concept of country specific, yet 

universal fiat-to-crypto currency exchange. With a parent company in India, we will have 

different exchanges registered with different countries, giving new users an ultimate 

platform to enter the crypto currency markets with their fiat money. 

The very first exchange will be launched in India and we will discuss in details the 

potential of the exchange business further in this whitepaper. 
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WHY INDIA?
India is one of the countries with highest population on the globe and that's why it is one of the 
most sought-after markets for any company. As of now, the crypto currency market is in itself in 
a growing state and India has just awakened to catch the pace to meet global volumes. This is 
why the Indian market needs a full-featured exchange that supports more crypto currencies 
with best-in-class features. 
There are few exchanges in India allowing trading in different currencies but none of them are at 
par with international exchanges. Also, due to identity verification difficulties and security 
concerns, crypto currency trading can be very burdensome for many potential users. The 
exchange that we are building will be at par with international exchanges giving Indian 
audiences the real experience of trading using advanced features which we will discuss further 
in White Paper.
Having our roots in India, we understand the Indian mindset very well. As of today, Indian 
exchanges offer around 10-15 currencies to this huge market. On top of that, these currencies 
are traded on different exchanges, meaning the user must have different accounts in all 
exchanges to trade in different currencies. This is a huge area unexplored and thus provides us 
instant scaling opportunities for our exchange. 
Using our exchange platform, we are introducing an opportunity for investors to participate in 
our Token Crowd sale– KALI coin. 
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INDIAN FINANCIAL MARKET:
India is an emerging superpower of tomorrow. Centre for Economics and Business Research, 
a London based consultancy expects India to overtake UK and France to become World's fifth 
largest economy in 2018 itself, while HSBC reports expect India to be the third largest economy 
after US and China by 2028. 
India has population of over 1.2 billion people and hence is one of the most sought-after 
markets for any company. Going by rough estimates, there are over 30 million people in India 
who invests in Indian stock markets directly or through mutual funds. There are 27.7 millions 
demat accounts (NSDL + CDSL) as on March 2017 in India. Association of Mutual Funds in 
India suggests that total number of accounts (or folios as per mutual fund parlance) as on 
December 31, 2017 stood at 66.5 million.
The above mentioned 27.7 millions demat accounts (NSDL + CDSL), account for average daily 
cash segment Turnover (BSE + NSE) of Rs. 242 Billions. Moreover, average daily commodity 
Turnover in FY 2016-17 was Rs. 260 Billions. Top 10 cities command 90% of the total trading in 
the stock markets. Our objective is to achieve at least 2% of these volumes in Crypto currency 
space. This won't be too hard as people are already aware of the concept and they have started 
inquiring about the technology. Therefore, it is the right time to provide a platform that will 
facilitate ease of trading along with security of their funds.
If we look at the population statistics, India has the world's largest young population. More than 
50% of its population is below the age of 25 while 65% below the age of 35. It is expected that in 
2020, the average age of an Indian will be 29 years, compared to 37 for China and 48 for Japan. 
Looking at the financial and socio-economical developments it is easy to expect that India will 
take a lead in Crypto currencies as well.
Finally, the implementation of the Blockchain technology can reduce the IT infrastructure as 
well. This is because the Blockchain is decentralized such that it will eliminate the present need 
for third parties and mediators, resulting in cheaper transaction and exchange process



MOTIVATION
The idea of building an exchange is not new. There are already a number of exchanges 
operating in India. But none of the Indian exchanges have any decent features or user-
friendliness and that is restricting professional traders and investors to invest in Crypto 
currencies. 

Some of the international exchanges too are running at their optimum capacity as 
thousands of new users are joining in every single day. Even with such dense 
competition, there is a lot of room left to allocate new exchanges. 

Our approach for trading exchange business is not limited to India. We have plans to 
expand to other countries, but our approach is completely different from some of the 
world's top crypto trading exchanges. The exchange we are developing will be universal 
in terms of its User friendly approach, interactive features, advanced technology etc., 
but not limited or restrictive in any nature to support/ offer trading solutions suitable to 
country of operations.

We will launch our first exchange in India as we see huge potential here. Also, the 
existing exchanges have lot of limitations resulting in lack of customer satisfaction. To 
explain it further, almost every Indian exchange lacks manpower to execute manual 
verification process, which is taking between few weeks to a month for a person to start 
trading in crypto currencies. This is what led us to think and develop a decent exchange 
for India which will help people invest/trade in emerging crypto industry. 

Recently, we noticed that almost all Indian exchanges had trouble with deposits and 
withdrawal of fiat currencies because their payment gateway couldn't handle the 
transaction volumes. This issue had a very negative impact on customer satisfaction. To 
resolve this, we will have strategic partnerships with banks to offer us flawless payment 
integration. We are already in discussion with our banking partners for the same.

Besides that, there is almost no customer service support to users by existing 
exchanges. We will have a 24*7, 365 days customer support to resolve issues of our 
users. In addition, we will have customer friendly approach by releasing tutorials and 
videos which will educate new crypto investors. 

Our customer service staff will have prior training of Blockchain and crypto currencies 
before they take their first customer call. 

“Customer First” is the foundation of our exchange and we will stick to it.
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BACKGROUND
Promoters collectively have over a decade of experience in financial services, real 
estate, media and public relations and have worked for some of the top and most 
respected corporate of India and abroad.The work experience is backed by strong 
academic backgrounds that include Masters in Computers, MBA, ICWA and CIMA. 

We are further supported by core team of advisors / experts from the field of information 
technology, Full stake developers, Computer Tech and Security experts, law, income tax 
and CAs and ICWAs who are experts in their domain.

Below the division heads, we plan to recruit team of over 200 employees in the 
marketing, operations, services & support staff etc.  

VISION

Our aim is to eliminate the limitations that Indian and international users are facing today 

while trading in Crypto Currencies. 

In future, we plan to expand to other countries with similar approach of providing fiat-to-

crypto pairs. Unlike other regional exchanges, our core focus will be to give instant 

deposit and withdrawal facility along with zero downtime. In addition, our international 

exchanges will also have instant verification option. That mean, users can start trading in 

their favorite crypto currency within few hours of their registrations. 

On top of that, having in-house servers will assure that in times of heavy volumes our 

exchanges do not lag or crash, which may cause people to lose their hard earned 

money. Our ultimate aim is to build a product that is scalable as well as sustainable.

The goal is to make this exchange the first choice for anyone who thinks of trading or 

investing in Crypto space by offering them fundamentally strong coins along with best 

exchange features. 
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MISSION

We seek to maintain the principle, usability, and anonymity of decentralized technology 
in holding the intrinsic standards of crypto currencies in high regard. We aim to minimize 
complexity and build an innovative, easy-to-use, and fool-proof platform for the masses. 

Specifically, our goals include:

® Reach out to, and educate people in India, on the subject of crypto currency and 
Blockchain by exploring different communication opportunities. 

® Launch the largest, easiest, and fastest P2P exchange platform between fiat 
currencies and a variety of crypto currencies to the Indian community and later to 
citizens of other countries. 

® Implement unique technological features and selling points to enable us approach 
and attract more people to the platform.

® Our emphasis is to put reliability, monitoring, security, financial stability, payment 
options, secure wallets, and cross platform trade all into consideration in 
implementing our unique features

® Bring new crypto currencies listed in the global market to the Indian community 
through voting system and monitor their performance so as to maintain the standards 
of our Platform.

® Constantly updating our platform using the industry's latest technology and adapting 
our future goals accordingly.
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COMPETITION RESEARCH
From almost a year, we have an ongoing analysis of our direct competitors, which are 
exchanges with the highest transaction volumes. This has given us a great insight into 
what works for them, where they have failed, what expectation of the community is, and 
what an ideal trading platform should be.

We have collated a list of weaknesses and strengths, many of which are mutually 
exclusive across all our competitors. We have narrowed the list of weaknesses to the 
following compelling and relevant differentiators and weaknesses that we have to 
improve to offer excellent services.

® None of the Indian exchange has required reporting features for users. We will have 
advanced and interactive reporting features where users can download his profit and 
loss statement, deposit / withdrawal statement, commission statement, and much 
more.There are more than 1000 crypto currencies, while Indian exchanges offer not 
more than 15. Even these 10-15 coins are also listed on different exchanges. This 
makes it extremely tedious for users to trade. They have to keep transferring funds 
from one exchange to another in case they wish to trade in a particular coin.

® On some exchanges, support takes time, or is altogether ineffective and not 
knowledgeable

® The high transaction fees of the existing exchanges is very discouraging

® Account verification processing time usually takes few weeks to almost a month.

® Apart from a few, Indian exchanges have not marketed their platform or they do not 
have enough infrastructures to handle huge traffic. 

® Most of the exchanges are hosted with third-party hosting providers which raise 
serious concerns on safety of data as well as relying on the bandwidth of the hosting 
provider. We shall be having in house hosting which will be monitored 24*7 by highly 
professional engineers. This will ensure next to zero downtime and seamless trading 
experience to our users.
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 INFRASTRUCTURE
The above list of drawback of existing exchanges is where our exchange differs. To 

overcome these drawbacks and remain relevant and effective, we have made specific 

infrastructures available, and incorporated them into our framework

® We are building strategic partnerships with expert from IT domain. These people 

have 10+ years of experience in handling Stock Exchange servers. This will give us 

an edge over our competition as we are aiming to have zero downtime for our users.
® Privacy and security of our users is of top priority. We are already in discussions with 

Cyber Security experts on setting up security features by installing Firewalls and 

protection from DDoS. 
® Most of the coins will be stored in cold storage and thus in case of any attack on 

exchange, the risk will be limited. 
® Before the launch of the exchange, the entire code will be audited by internationally 

recognized company to make sure there are no malware or bugs that can risk the 

safety of funds. 
® On top of that, we will have server engineers keeping an eye on everything round the 

clock, 365 days. 
® We will also have a team of customer service executives to help new users get their 

queries resolved as quickly as possible, while we provide instant support facilities 

and DIYs videos to existing customers to reduce congestion on the available 

customer support
® With E-KYC in place, we shall be able to provide instant trading options for new 

registrations, which as of now is taking anywhere between 15-30 days by other 

exchanges. 
® Unlike other major exchanges, we will be hosting our platform in-house and not 

outsource to any third-party hosting providers. Thus, further limiting the risk of 

hacking and theft. 
® To explain in short, we will be spending more than a million dollar only on setting up 

our IT infrastructure and security, which will give seamless trading experience to our 

users. 
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KEY PLATFORM FEATURES 
CoinRecoil's platform will offer easy-to-use and flexible specific features to its users. Our 
interface and modular design is explained below.

User Interface: CoinRecoil will have browser and mobile apps for its users. This will 
enable them to buy, sell, send, receive, or store all the supported crypto currencies. 
Other crypto currencies shall be added based on market demands.

Wallets: Our wallet will be available on Mobile Stores like Google Play Store for Android 
users and Apple Store for iPhone users, as well as in Web browser for Desktop users. 

Admin Operations: The administrator's area will allow administrators to define user 
access, do online/offline KYC, perform platform maintenance, process transactions, 
monitor participant connectivity and platform health, disseminate market information, 
etc.

Crypto Block chain Network: The public Blockchain network will be used for all crypto 
currencies supported by the exchange platform.
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PROPOSED MOBILE APP UI
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MARKETING AND PR
® As mentioned earlier about our public relations experience, it is our core strength. We 

will leverage our media relation capabilities to spread our voice to millions of people. 
® Having experience in IT sector, we have dedicated team of digital marketing 

professionals to take care of the virtual branding and generating business by 

leveraging different social media strategies. 
® For advertising, we will be using all digital and non-digital channels for promotion of 

the exchange. 
® We will have free trading for 30 days with rigorous marketing campaigns to attract 

traders and investors to our exchange. 
® A special marketing team will personally tap the stock investors lobby and educate 

them about crypto currencies and convert leads in to business. 
® We are also in talks with different stock broking houses to pitch our exchange in their 

stocks clientele. 
® We shall also be hiring international online advertising firms to help us get 

international recognition, which shall help when we plan to expand in other countries.
® We will be running different campaigns where registered users will get attractive 

benefits if they refer our exchange to their friends and family. 

COIN OBJECTIVE – KALI COIN
®

® Kali coin will be used to pair with new coins that will be added in future (Apart from the 
one mentioned in the whitepaper)

® All the initial coin investors will be able to trade with zero fees on our exchange for one 
full year.

® Keep the Kali coin decentralized and that's why we have created it over public 
Blockchain and not an ERC20 Token, which is the core purpose of decentralized 
currencies. There will be github library where developers can contribute their ideas to 
develop KALI coin with emerging Blockchain trends. 

® Keeping the transaction fees as low as possible making it convenient to pay for 
products / services if merchants and people wish to adopt it as a payment currency.

15



KALI COIN – TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

We are aware that it will take us some time to get liquidity on the exchange. For that 
reason, we shall commence the operations with following crypto currencies and will 
expand gradually once enough awareness and liquidity is available

BTC network is often congested and small transactions takes a lot of time as well as fees 

are unstable, which is why we have BCH pairs that will provide faster and cheaper 

transactions for users that wish to transfer their coins from their personal wallet or other 

exchanges.

FIAT PAIRS  CRYPTO PAIRS
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CRYPTO TRADING PAIRS AT LAUNCHING

Coin Name KALI 

Algorithm Scrypt

Ticker KALI

Total Supply 200 Million

Pre-mined 100 Million

Coin Type Proof Of Work

PoW Block Reward 50 KALI

Block Spacing 10 Minutes



INVESTOR BENEFITS
® We have already priced the KALI coin at a fair valuation and leaving enough room on 

the table for the investors. 
® Every investor will have “No Trading fees” privilege for one full year on our exchange, 

saving them a lot of money. 
® All new listing apart from the one mentioned in white paper will be paired with KALI 

coin. That means traders will have to buy KALI in order to trade in other altcoins. More 
volumes on exchange will directly boost the demand of KALI coin. 

® We will use 20% of our net profits every year to buy back KALI coin and they will be 
destroyed permanently. 

® Once exchanges are regulated with properly defined compliance, we plan to offer 
exchange franchise model throughout India, which will help us scale and attract 
bigger volumes.  This will again fuel the demand of the coin.

® We will be expanding to other countries once we reach a sustainable point. The 
foreign exchanges shall also have the same coin pairing approach for the KALI coin 
along with Fiat pairs.

TOTAL KALI SUPPLY

PRE-MINED
100 MILLIONS

MINE ABLE
100 MILLIONS
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Moreover, any new coin apart from the ones listed above shall be paired with KALI coin. 
New coins will be listed on the platform only after thorough research on fundamentals, 
team, their project history, community support, and compliance capacity. We’ll be hiring 
in-house analyst who are expert in the domain before listing any coins.
We will be taking utmost care about listing a new coin to maintain the standard of our 
exchange and protect investor’s interest



PRE-MINED KALI DISTRIBUTION

20 M ILLIONS
30 M ILLIONS

35 MILLIONS

15 MILLIONS

Remaining 100 million tokens will be mineable by public and we will release mining pool 
for the same. The promoters holding shall be used only for expansion only after two 
years. 

PUBLIC ICO
30 MILLIONS

PRE - ICO
35 MILLIONS

PRIVATE TOKEN
15 MILLIONS

PROMOTERS
20 MILLIONS
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ESTIMATED BUDGET ALLOCATION
FOR TWO YEARS

Particulars (Annually)Particulars (Annually) Approx. Equivalent 
USD

Incorporation Expenses
Company Incorporation, DIN, Bank Accounts,
Registration and Certifications, Intellectual properties,
GST numbers, Legal expenses, ICO expenses, Auditors, etc.

$ 77,000

Office / Admin / Operational Expenses
Setting up customer service support, salaries of new joinee,
Hiring new developers, Server Engineers for 24*7 support,
Setting up accounting team for compliance, etc.

$ 1,15,000

Exchange platform development cost
Includes web and mobile trading apps
Wallets for Android and iPhone, KALI coin development,
Pre-mining, Digital Marketing, servers, computers,

$4,75,000

Marketing, Advertisement, and PR
PR expenses, marketing activities, paid advertisements,
TV advertisements, and other marketing expenses.

$2,30,000

Employees for Sales department
We aim to hire at least 200 human force as sales team
across India with salary + incentive basis

$4,75,000

Miscellaneous expenses $92,000

Contingency Fund $2,54,000

TOTAL $17,18,000
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REVENUE MODEL

Trading Fees

We shall be charging a fix trading fees of 0.15% per 
trade. Though, we may reduce the fees to stay in the 
competition, but we do not plan to increase our fees. In 
addition, we shall be running zero trading fees 
promotions whenever it is needed

Listing Fees

New coins with fundamentally strong concept, business 
model, and strong team shall be listed on our exchange 
and we shall charge a fee for the same. The fee structure 

may differ based on the coin and the team

Withdrawal fees
We shall charge a small amount as part of withdrawal 
fees to keep spammer away. There will be options for 

regular users to waive off their withdrawal fees
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BUSINESS ROAD MAP

 Feb 2018
ICO Launch
Pre-ICO Bid

 April 2018
IT Infrastructure 
Office and Infra
 Marketing
Digital Campaign
Advertising

Tie-up with strategic partners in 
key business locations

® Mumbai

® Gujarat

® Hyderabad

® Delhi

July 2018

Exchange Demo Launch

Official Exchange Trading
Launch

March 2018

ICO Start
 Exchange Development

May / June 2018

 August 2018
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THE FUTURE OF KALI COIN
India is a fertile land for the crypto industry in Asia, and we foresee that towards the end 
of 2018, new companies will spring up in India, using crowd funding as a source of 
capital to fund their companies, and a reliable and proven exchange platform will be 
needed

India will be the powerhouse of the crypto industry in Asia; therefore, we will penetrate 
Indian markets for the first couple of years and achieve a decent market share which will 
help us get international recognition. 

We plan to expand our exchange business to other countries over a period of five years 
and same trading pairs will be offered in those countries, which mean Altcoins will be 
paired with KALI and BCH on every international exchange we operate. 

WEEK 1

$0.05

WEEK 2
$0.055

WEEK 3
$0.06

WEEK 1

$0.035

WEEK 2
$0.04

WEEK 3
$0.045

Pre Sale
ICO

Main ICO
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RISK FACTORS

The Government of India has shown a decent interest on setting regulations and 
licenses required to operate crypto currency trading exchange in the country. The 
Finance minister of India has also appointed a committee to research and submit report 
on how can government regulate this entire space. 

We are closely monitoring the policy makers and talking to few industry experts on the 
subject and we do not see any ban from the government in near future. 

However, in any case if the government outright bans crypto currencies and crypto 
trading exchanges, we shall hold investors money for a maximum period of six months 
but at the same time development of the platform shall continue. 

This is because there might be a lot of requests to the government considering lifting the 
ban. However, if government of India is firm on their decision, we shall launch our 
exchange platform globally with crypto only pairs. 

Meanwhile, we shall also look for compliances and license requirements of other 
countries where we can launch our exchange for fiat pairs.
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TOKEN SALE RISK FACTORS

24

® ALI coins are not securities, equity or profit-share mechanism. 
® Investors should understand the risk of purchasing KALI coins. 
® Participants should read this whitepaper before investing in the token sale. 
® All participants should understand the process of participating in the token sale and 

should read all the instructions carefully before investing. 
® In the past, few ICOs were hacked and funds were stolen. Though, we have 

integrated stringent security measure, we request all participants to verify deposit 
address before sending their tokens. In addition, please double check the URL as 
KALICOIN.IO before making any sort of contribution in the token sale

TAX & REGULATORY RISK

® Every investor is liable to perform their due diligence for participating in crypto 
currency in reference to their local law, compliance, tax, and securities. 



KALI COIN
WWW.KALICOIN.IO


